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Abstract 
An axiom system ACPt,, is presented as a variant of the process algebra ACP. The acronym 
ACP&, stands for ACP with abstraction, extended with operators and axioms for language 
matching. Language matching is a technique based on trace information for labelling and cutting 
off process terms that do not match some given language, or set of traces. It is shown that in 
combination with the axioms for action alphabets interesting results are derivable, the most 
important of which is the Redundancy Theorem 3.3.6, which roughly states that if no trace 
labels occur in the expression I?H(~I 11 q), where p1 is a labelled version of some process p, 
then it holds that &(P, ]I q) = 8~(p II q). It is shown that under certain natural conditions a 
similar result holds when abstraction is applied to pl and p. 
In order to illustrate the use of language matching the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol 
(CABP) is verified. The CABP is a simple communication protocol, which can be recursively 
specified over the signature of ACP’, and it may be regarded as a slightly more ‘sophisticated’ 
variant of the well-known Alternating Bit Protocol. Earlier studies of this protocol have already 
demonstrated that ‘redundancies in a context’ make this protocol hard to verify. Our verification 
is carried out by means of ACP’ with language matching, extended with the abstraction rule 
CFARb, and the conditional alphabet axioms. The verification is split into two parts so that it 
is ‘modular’, and in the verification some basic knowledge about the expected behaviour of the 
system is used, in order to allow the effective application of language matching. 
1. Introduction 
In process specification and verification in the process algebra ACP it often happens 
that a process p has ‘redundancies in a context a~( _ ]I q)‘. This means that p has cer- 
tain subterms (or from a semantic point of view: behaviour) that are (is) eliminated in 
the context a,( _ 11 q), due to encapsulation 8~. Of course, redundancy can simply be 
a result of ‘over-specification’, i.e. when subterms are specified that are always encap- 
sulated, and which do not communicate with subterms of q. We illustrate redundancy 
of summands in a given context with the following nice example, borrowed from [23]. 
’ This research was partly supported by the Foundation for Computer Science in the Netherlands (SION) 
and by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). A different version appeared in [28]. 
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Example 1.0.1. One of the famous coffee machine specifications from process algebra 
is given by 
CM = 30~’ . (cofSee’ + tea’) . hum . CM. 
This machine waits for insertion of 30 cents, and after that it only proceeds if either 
coffee or tea is selected. After selection of a drink it starts humming, and finally enters 
its initial state again. 
A typical, very thirsty Dutch user of such a machine is specified by 
DU = (cofee + 30~ coflee) . talk ’ DU. 
Let the communications be defined by cofSee 1 coffee’ = coffee’, tea 1 tea’ = tea”, 
and 3Oc 1 30~’ = 3Oc”, and H by H = {cofSee, cofSee’, tea, tea’, 3Oc, 30~‘). 
The interaction between the Dutch user and the coffee machine is described by 
aH(D.9 11 CM) = 302 . cofSee’ . (talk 11 hum). aH(DU (I CM). 
It is easy to see that the thrift of the Dutch user makes no sense here, i.e., the first 
alternative, trying to get the coffee for free, is redundant in the context aH( _ II CM). 
If we define a normal thirsty user as 
TU = 3Oc . cofSee . talk. TU 
we easily find (using RSP) that aH(DU (I CM) = BH(TU )I CM). 
In the above example, redundancy is the result of ‘over-specification’. Redundancy 
may also occur in modular specifications and verifications, where parts of a specification 
are studied separate from their contexts. In general, redundant terms will not have a 
simple structure. Therefore, a reason to search for possible redundancies at an early 
stage of a verification is that further analysis of such terms may not be necessary. 
This may be useful particularly for the ‘expansion’ of process expressions to linear 
equations. 
It is usually the case that some information concerning the behaviour of a process 
in its context is available in the form of trace behaviour. Basic statements of the 
form “the action a is supposed to happen immediately after b” can be regarded as 
useful trace information. In the example above for instance, cofie’ is not expected to 
happen before 3Oc”, which seems a reasonable assumption for many coffee machines. It 
follows immediately from the system equation for a,(DU II CM) that this assumption 
is correct. 
In Section 3 we develop a method for finding and labelling process terms that 
are possibly redundant in a given context, given some information about the expected 
behaviour of the total system in the form of a collection of process traces. 2 We refer to 
’ In fact, simulation is also based on this type of knowledge; a simulation of a process is usually nothing 
else than an automatic generation of certain traces. It is obvious that simulation only makes sense if there 
are assumptions about the process behaviour. 
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our method as language matching. The labelling technique used in language matching 
itself consists of a mechanism for replacing process terms that do not match some 
given language, or set of traces, by a special atomic action r. For modelling language 
matching a special process operator is introduced, and its interaction with the operators 
from ACP’ is studied. 
In Section 4 we illustrate the technique of language matching by means of a large 
case study: we verify the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol as specified and verified 
earlier in [lo, 14,261. This protocol is a more complicated variant of the well-known 
Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP). 
The ABP is a simple communication protocol and there are many verifications in 
the literature, because it is often used as the test case, either for some algebraic for- 
malism or for some tool for the analysis or verification of concurrent systems. What 
makes this simple protocol so attractive is that it contains many interesting ingredi- 
ents for concurrency theory. To mention a few: the channels make non-deterministic 
choices (between successful and unsuccessful delivery of messages), there is commu- 
nication between components, and in a verification abstraction as well as some fairness 
assumption is needed in order to hide internal activity of the protocol. 
Verifications of the ABP in the formalism ACP can be found in, for instance, 
[8,22]. Verifications in related formalisms can be found in e.g. [18]. Such a verifi- 
cation can be carried through quite easily by straightforward calculations, although it 
has recently been demonstrated how a really formal verification leads to an amazing 
amount of calculations (see [ 151). However, the number of states of the ABP is lim- 
ited, and even without any abstraction from internal actions the process graph is easy 
to draw. 
This is not the case with the CABP, since it suffers from a modest state space 
explosion, which is a big increase of the number of process terms when a parallel 
composition is being linearised. 3 This state space explosion is a result of the fact that 
the protocol contains a lot of parallel, internal activity, caused by continuous streams 
of messages, which are necessary for recovering from error situations. The ABP on 
the other hand contains no parallelism in the sense that two components can be active, 
i.e., perform atomic actions, at the same time. Our goal now is to verify the CABP 
equationally, and to control this ‘explosion’ with the help of language matching. 
Related work. There are certain parallels between our work and other, previous 
publications on process operators for ACP based on trace information. As language 
matching is particularly interesting in a setting with redundant process behaviour, there 
are links with [23], where a technique is presented for detecting ‘redundancy in a 
context’. Language matching is, in fact, also a technique for doing this, although it 
differs essentially in one respect. Language matching can detect possible redundancies 
of a process p in a context &( _ ]I q), using the term i3~(p1 11 q), where p/ is some 
labelled, reduced version of p, instead of a~(p I( q). 
3 In a worst-case situation, the total number of states of a linearised system can approximate the product of 
the numbers of states of the separate system components. 
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We also refer to [l], where operators for localisation and restriction are studied. 
Although they do not satisfy the definition for state operators in [l], our operators 
for language matching are quite similar. Both the operators for language matching and 
state operators have some global state, a ‘memory’, as a parameter. For an interesting 
and typical application of state operators see [7]. 
As for the CABP, one can imagine that channels in a protocol may sometimes 
contain more than one datum. Contrary to the ABP, this can indeed happen in the 
CABP. In [lo] (and [ 121) a specification and verification of a version of the CABP 
is given with channels that behave as FIFO queues with unbounded capacity that can 
lose data. The possibility of communicating checksum errors at the receiver is not 
included, and an extra operator, the chaining operator, is added to ACP to make 
a short and elegant verification of this version of the CABP possible (‘chaining’ 
is a technique to easily connect two communicating processes via a data transfer 
link). Another difference is that in [lo] no non-determinism in the channels is 
specified. 
A second, totally different approach to the protocol was taken in [ 131, where an 
analysis of a specification in a timed variant of ACP’ is made. For timed versions of 
ACP the reader is referred to e.g. [2,3]. 
The version of the protocol verified in this paper originates from [14]. An executable 
version in the specification language PSF - PSF contains a computer readable version 
of ACP’, see for instance [16, 171 - can be found in [27]. In [14] the correctness is 
proved in weak bisimulation semantics. There the protocol is split into two modules 
and certain properties of the process graphs of the modules are studied. We adopt the 
idea of modularity as presented in that paper and algebraically verify the correctness 
of the same specification. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give a brief overview of the axioms and rules from process algebra 
that are needed for understanding this paper. 
2.1. ACP with abstraction 
The formalism we use throughout this paper is ACP’; the algebra of communicating 
processes with abstraction as described in [8] (see [5,6] for some historical context). 
We assume that the reader is familiar with this formalism. Moreover we assume some 
familiarity with the following conventions and concepts: 
l A set of atomic actions A with typical elements a, b, c,. . . is assumed. For process 
variables symbols X, y, .a, . . . are used, and for closed process terms p, q,r,. . . . 
l All closed terms over the signature C(ACPT) are provably equal to terms of the 
form 6, z, p + q, a . p, or z p. Terms inductively built from terms with these special 
forms are known as basic terms (over BPA:). 
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l For all closed terms over C(ACP’) commutativity and associativity of the parallel 
operator 1) are derivable: p )I q = q 11 p, and (P II 4) II r = P II (q II ~1. For *pen 
process terms these identities are known as axioms for standard concurrency (SC). 
l With every closed term a (labelled) transition system is associated. The well-known 
equivalence relation between transition systems, related with closed terms over some 
process algebra signature Z, is rooted branching bisimulution (see e.g. [ 111). So 
transition systems are studied modulo rooted branching bisimulation. If there is a 
rooted branching bisimulation which contains the pair (p, q), then p and q are called 
rooted branching bisimilar, notation p erb q. (Recall the axioms for the silent step 
r for this semantic setting: x. z = x (Bl), and x. (z. (y + z) + y) = X. (y + z) 
(Bz).) 
2.2. Recursion 
We introduce processes defined by recursion equations. 
Definition 2.2.1. A recursive specification E = {x = tX Ix E VE} over some process 
algebra signature C is a set of equations where VE is a set of variables and tx are 
terms over C such that VE contains the variables in tx. 
A solution of a recursive specification E = {x = tX Ix E VE} is an interpretation of 
the variables in V, as processes, such that the equations of E are satisfied. For instance, 
the recursive specification {X = X} has any process as a solution for x, and {x = a .x} 
has the infinite process uw as a solution for x. The following syntactical restriction on 
recursive specifications turns out to enforce unique solutions (modulo rooted branching 
bisimilarity). 
Definition 2.2.2 (Guardedness). Let t be a term over some signature C, and E = {x = 
tX Ix E VE} a recursive specification over C. 
l An occurrence of a variable x in t is guarded if t has a subterm of the form a. M 
with a E A, where x occurs in M, and there are no occurrences of abstraction 
operators ZI in M. 
l The specification E is syntactically guarded iff all occurrences of variables in the 
terms tx are guarded. 
l The specification E is guarded iff there is a syntactically guarded specification E’ = 
{x = t: Ix E YE} over C such that tx = t: for all tx. 
Now the signature Cast, containing representations of recursively defined processes, 
is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.2.3. The signature Caac is obtained by extending the signature C in the 
following way: for each guarded specification E = {x = tX I x E VE} over C a set 
of constants { (x I E) I x E VE} is added, where the construct (x I E) denotes the 
x-component of a solution of E. 
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Some more notations: let E = {x = tx 1 x E VE} be a guarded specification over C, 
and t some term over Zmc. Then (t 1 E) denotes the term t where each occurrence 
of a variable x E VE is replaced by (X 1 E) , e.g., the expression (u +a .x 1 {x = a .x}) 
denotes a~a~(~~{x=a~x}). 
For the constants of the form (X I E) there are two axioms in Table 1. In these 
axioms the letter E ranges over guarded specifications. The axiom REC states that 
the constant (x I E) is a solution for the x-component of E, so it expresses that each 
guarded recursive system has at least one solution for each of its (bound) variables. The 
conditional rule RSP (recursive specification principle) expresses that E has at most 
one solution for each of its variables: whenever one can find processes pn satisfying 
the equations of E, notation E(p7,), then px = (x 1 E) . 
A convenient notation is to abbreviate (x 1 E) for x E I’, by X once E is fixed, and 
to represent E only by its REC instances. We write IV’ for the set { (x 1 E) Ix E VE}. 
The following example shows all notations concerning recursively specified pro- 
cesses, and illustrates the use of REC and RSP. 
Example 2.2.4. Consider the guarded recursive specifications E = {x = a.x} and E’ = 
{ y = a. y. b} over C(ACP’). So by the convention just introduced, we write X = a .X 
and Y = a. Y. b. With REC and RSP one can prove ACPT + REC + RSP k X = Y in 
the following way. First note that X . b = a .X . b by REC, so E(X . b) is derivable. 
Application of RSP yields 
(i) X.b=X. 
So X . b EC a . X . b c a . X . b . b, and hence E’(X . b) is derivable. A second 
application of RSP yields X . b = Y. Combining this with (i) gives the desired result. 
The general transition rule by which processes defined by guarded recursive speci- 
fications are associated with transitions systems is given in Table 2. 
Finally, we introduce the cluster fair abstraction rule, by which it is possible to 
abstract from cycles of internal actions in a specification. This rule originates from 
WI. 
Table 1 
Axioms for guarded recursive specifications 
WC) 
WV 
(xlQ = @IlG ifn=t,EE 
6;) 
or= ME) 
ifx E VE 
Table 2 
Transition rule for guarded recursive specifications, where a E A u {t} 
(f, IE) Ax’ 
ifx = tx E E 
(xlE) Lx, 
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Definition 2.2.5. Let E be a guarded recursive specification over some process algebra 
signature C, and I CA. A set C C WE is called a cluster of I in E if the following 
condition is satisfied. For all X E C there are ii,. . . , i, E I U {z}, Xl,. . . ,X, E C, and 
terms tl,..., t,, over Zmc, with m 2 1, n > 0, such that the equation for X is of the form 
x= c ik’&+ c tj. 
1 $k<m l<jQn 
The terms tj are called the exits of the cluster. The cluster is called conservative if 
every exit is accessible from every X E C in the cluster by doing a finite number of 
steps from I U {z}. 
Definition 2.2.6. The cluster fair abstraction rule is the following rule: 
E is a guarded specification, I GA 
X E C, where C is a finite conservative cluster of I in E 
U is the set of exits from C 
CFARb 
2.3. Axioms for action alphabets 
In the following sections we reason intensively on the action alphabets of processes. 
We take the defining axioms from [4,8], listed in Table 3. The expression n,(p) 
denotes the projection of process p up to depth n. See Table 4 for the axioms defining 
projection rc,. The axioms AB6 and AI37 are often necessary for handling recursively 
specified processes. 
Table 5 contains the conditional alphabet axioms. They can be derived for closed 
terms over C(ACPT). 
Table 3 
The axioms AB for action alphabets, where a E A and I GA 
(ABl) 
(AB2) 
(AB3) 
(AB4) 
(AB5) 
(AB6) 
(AB7) 
CC(V) = 0 for v E (6,~) 
E(a) = {a) 
c((T n) = a(x) 
cc(a x) = {a} U a(x) 
4x + Y) = a(x) U NY) 
a(x) = lJ”>, N%(X)) 
Na(x)) = 0) \ I 
Table 4 
The axioms PR for projection, where a E A U (6) and n 3 1 
V’Rl) 
(pm) 
(PR3) 
(PR4) 
(PRTl) 
(PRT2) 
n,(a) = a 
nl(a x) = a 
n,+l(a x) = a Xn(x) 
n,(x + y) = &z(x) + G(Y) 
x,(z) = 5 
n,(r x) = T n,(x) 
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Table 5 
The conditional alphabet axioms CA, where H, I CA 
(CAl) 4~) I (NY) n W C H =+ ~H(X II Y) = ~H(X II OH) 
(CM) u(x) I (4Y) r- 0 = 0 =+ a II Y) = m- II V(Y)) 
(CA3) u(x) n H = 0 =+’ &(X)=X 
(CA4) u(x) n I = 0 =+ Z/(X) =x 
3. Language matching 
In this section we introduce operators for language matching, and study their char- 
acteristic algebraic properties. 
3.1. Basic dejinitions for traces and languages 
We first present some notations and informal definitions concerning traces. A se- 
quence of atomic actions from some set A is called a trace over A, or a word from 
A*. We moreover have A E A*, where I is the empty trace. 
Trace concatenation is defined as usual, i.e., if o,p E A* are traces and a E A an 
atomic action then ap,aa and aa are also traces. Furthermore we use the convention 
that aA = 10 = 0. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let a E A and B E A*. The set acts of actions in a trace is defined 
by acts(A) kf 8 and acts(aa) dzf {a} U acts(o). 
A language over a set A of atomic actions is a set of traces, or in other words: a 
subset of A*. 
Definition 3.1.2. Let 2A and 2A* denote the power sets of A and A*, respectively. For 
a E A, c E A*, and L a language over A we extend the function acts by acts : 2A* -+ 
2A, and define + : A* x 2A* -+ 2A* and aLlaa : 2A* --f 2A* as follows: 
0 acts(L) dzf UPEL acts(p), 
0 o*L d&f {ap 1 p E L}, 
0 aL/aa d=Zf {p 1 up E L}. 
We write aL for a*L. 
Note that a(a)/& = {A} by definition. 
In a setting with recursion infinite behaviour of processes can be modelled, so that 
we may need the possibility to reason about traces of arbitrary length. Therefore we 
introduce an operator for iteration on languages. 
Definition 3.1.3. Let L be a language over A. The closure or Kleene star of L, denoted 
by L*, is inductively defined by {A} E L*, and if o E L & p E L* then ap E L*. 
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Table 6 
The axioms LM for language matching with trace label r E A, where a E A and Z c A* 
&MI) 
(LM2) 
(LM3) 
(LM4) 
AZ(V) = Y for v E { 6, T} 
dz(x + Y) = AZ(X) + AZ(Y) 
&(r ‘X) = r AZ(X) 
a. AZ(X) if a $? acts(Z) 
d_7(a x) = a dazlaa(x) if aziaa # 0 
a.r otherwise 
From now on we use the symbol Z for denoting an arbitrary set of traces over some 
set of actions A. 
3.2. An operator for language matching 
We use the operator AZ for symbolising language matching with language Z. The 
notation AZ is chosen in accordance with the notation for the operators VZ for restric- 
tion from [l]. The axioms for language matching with trace label r E A are given 
in Table 6. A process trace is cut off and labelled with r if it does not match a 
given language. So if an action is not ‘expected’, the subsequent term is replaced by 
r (see axiom LM4). The action r behaves in all respects as a ‘normal’ atomic action, 
and may occur anywhere in process terms. The operators AZ are linear in the sense 
of [24]. 
Since a = a ’ z, language matching applied to atomic actions can be treated with 
axiom LM4. We see for instance that A{b=}(a) = A1ba>(a. z) = a. r. Below, we give 
a detailed example of language matching. 
Example 3.2.1. Let a,b,c EA. If p = a.(b.c+b)+b.(a+c) and Z = {ab} we 
have that 
AZ(P) = A{,b}(a. (b . c + 6) + b. (a + c)) 
LM2 
= Afab)(a. (b. c + b)) + +b)(b. (a + c)> 
LE4 a.A{b)(b.c+b)+b.r 
LMAB’ a . (b . A{n)(c . z) + AIbj(b . T)) + b . r 
Lg4 a.(b.c.A{q(z)+b.A(q(z))+b.r 
L”AB1 a . (b . c + b) + b . r. 
So the above derivation shows that the summand b . (a + c) does not match the 
language {ab}, and how it is replaced by the labelled term b . r. 
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Table 7 
Transition rules for language matching, where a,r E A and Z c A* 
X-LX’ 
~z(xF-+~z(x’) 
x-%x’ a $? acts(Z) 
dz(x)g-tdz(x’) 
X&X' azlaa # 0 
~zc&+43z,aa(~‘) 
x%x’ a E acts(Z) azpb = 0 
d&)&r 
x&J 
dz(xF+d 
x&J a @ acts(Z) 
dz(x)AJ 
xA~ azlaa # 0 
dz(xF+J 
x-%J a E acts(Z) azjaa = 0 
AZ(x)-% 
We refer to the axiom system ACPZ extended with the axioms LM for language 
matching as ACPL,, which of course also includes the definitions concerning traces. 
With Z(ACPl,) the signature of ACPL, is denoted. 
In Table 7 transition rules for the AZ operators are given in the format as advocated 
in [19]. 
We have the following standard results. 
Identities between closed terms over C(ACP&) can often be proved by structural 
induction. The Elimination Theorem below implies that we then only have to consider 
basic terms (see Section 2.1). 
Theorem 3.2.2 (Elimination). If p is a closed term over C(ACPE,) then there is a 
closed term q over C(BPAi) such that ACPE, t p = q. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. 0 
Theorem 3.2.3 (Conservativity). ACPL, is a conservative extension of ACPT, i.e. for 
all closed terms p, q over C(ACP’) we have: ACPE, t p = q IX ACPT F p = q. 
Proof. The transition rules for language matching in Table 7 form an operationally 
conservative extension of the rules for ACPT. According to a general result in [25], 
ACPE, is a conservative extension of ACP”. 0 
Lemma 3.2.4 (Congruence). If W is the maximal rooted branching bisimulation on 
closed terms over C(ACPF,) then 9 is a congruence W.I. t. the operators of ACP:,. 
Proof. Standard (although not easy). q 
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Theorem 3.2.5 (Soundness). Let p,q be closed terms over C(ACPE,). Zf ACPL, k 
p = q then perbq, 
Proof. The relation *;trb between closed terms over z(ACPi,) is a congruence, and 
therefore respects the inference rules for equality (=). So soundness only has to be 
shown for the axioms LM, which is straightforward. 0 
Theorem 3.2.6 (Completeness). Let p, q be closed terms over C(ACP&). rf p er,, q 
then ACPL,,,, k p = q. 
Proof. The transition rules for language matching in Table 7 form an operationally 
conservative extension of the rules for ACP’. Moreover we have the Elimination The- 
orem 3.2.2 and the completeness of ACP’ w.r.t. erb. According to a result in [2.5] we 
then also have completeness of ACPL,. 0 
3.3. Some properties of language matching 
Some special and useful properties of the operators AZ for language matching are 
studied. We use the symbol o for function composition. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let V,Z CA*. For all closed terms p over C(ACPE,) we have: 
1. UP) = P, 
2. AZ 0 AZ(P) = AZ(P)> 
3. Av 0 AZ(P) = AZ 0 AdpI. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. q 
We go in a few steps to our main result, 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let Z C_ A*, H CA. For all closed terms p over C(ACPL,) we have 
if r # H and r $ tl o dH o AZ(P) then & 0 Az( p) = &(p). 
Proof. See appendix. 0 
Lemma 3.3.3. Let Z CA*, H CA. For all closed terms p, q over C(ACPt,) we have 
!fr @H and r @ a 0 &4&(p) 11 q) then &(Mp) 11 q) = aH(P 11 9). 
Proof. See appendix. 0 
Example 3.3.4. Let a, a’, a’, b, b’, b”, c E A, H = {a, a’, b, b’}, a 1 a’ = a”, and b 1 b’ = 
b”. If p = a . (b . c + b) + b . (a + c), q = a’ . b’, and Z = { ab} we have that 
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It is easy to prove that a~(dz(p) 11 q) = a0 . (b” . c + b”), so according to Lemma 
3.3.3 we may conclude that a~(d~(p) 11 q) = 8~(p 11 q). We see that the summand 
b. (a + c) of p is redundant in the context 8H( _ 11 q). 
Below, operators for abstraction are incorporated. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Let Z CA*, I CA. For all closed terms p over C(ACPE,) we have 
if r # 2 and acts (Z) n I = 0 then ZI o dz(p) = AZ o 71(p). 
Proof. See appendix. 0 
Theorem 3.3.6 (Redundancy). Let Z GA*, H, I CA. For all closed terms p,q over 
Z(ACPt,) we have 
ifr~HUZandacts(Z)~I=0andr~ao~~(z~odz(p))~q) 
then 44~10 AZ(P) II 4) = ~H(~l(P) II 4) (RED) 
Proof. Easy, use the two preceding lemmas. 0 
The first condition in the Redundancy Theorem can always be satisfied by choosing 
the trace label r properly. The third condition is crucial: if r does not occur in the 
action alphabet of a system with language matching applied to one of its components, 
we immediately have a specification of the total system without operators for language 
matching. 
Note that Lemma 3.3.3 is an instance of the Redundancy Theorem (take I = 0). 
We study the interaction between language matching and the generalised alternative 
composition Z more closely; the following lemma is on the distribution of language 
matching over summation, where the language to be matched contains actions with 
data parameters that also occur in Z. If a trace o contains actions with data parameter 
e we also write a(e) for cr. 
Lemma 3.3.7. Let D be a finite set of data, {o(e) I e E D} CA*. Zfa(d) @ acts(o(e)) 
for all e # d, and 8(0(e) ( e E D}/&(d) # 0 for all d E D, then: 
Proof. We have that u(d) $ acts(o(e)), so &(e){o(f) 1 f E D)*/&(d) = @I for all 
e # d. Since in general L* = UOEL aL* U {A}, and 8(0(e) ) e E D}/&(d) # 0 it must 
be that 
= &(d){o(e) I e E D)‘/%(d). 
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Now the proof is as follows: 
A{,(e)leay 0 C 44 . x LE2 C A {a(e) 1 ~-ED)’ (a(d) . x) 
dED 
dED 
LE4 c a(d) . Aa / eED)*/&z(d)(X) 
dED 
’ c a(d) . &a(d)+(e) 1 eED~/6n(d)(X). 
dED 
Application of LM2 is allowed since D is finite. 0 
Remark 3.3.8. Let the expression tr(p) denote the prefix closed set of traces of p. 
For the tr operator see [ 1,8], where traces over sets A U {z} are considered, modulo 
the equalities (TZ = ra = a (so r corresponds here with the empty trace 2). 
The relation between tr and the operators for language matching is maybe best 
illustrated by the following result. It can be proved that 
if Y $2 a(p) then tr o T{,.J o AZ(P) C tr(p). 
From the viewpoint of trace semantics, a process with language matching applied 
to it can execute only a part of its original behaviour. If the language to be matched 
becomes larger, the process behaviour generally becomes more restricted. 
4. A verification of the concurrent alternating bit protocol 
4.1. Description and specijicution of the CABP 
4.1.1. Description 
The concurrent alternating bit protocol can be graphically represented as in Fig. 1, 
where the various communication ports and processes are depicted. 
The following data are used in the specification of the CABP: 
l D : arbitrary finite set of data elements. 
l Bit = (0, 1) : set of bits used for internal control, and with an ‘inverse’ function 
inv : Bit -+ Bit. 
1 
8 5 
7 6 
Fig. 1. Ports and processes of the CABP. 
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a PS = { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} : set of numbers of ports through which data are sent or 
read. The input port has number 1 and the output port has number 2. 
l DS = D U (D x Bit) U Bit U {ce, UC, ae} : set of all transferable data in the protocol. 
The special constants ce, ac and ae are used to denote a checksum error introduced 
by channel K, an acknowledgement, and an acknowledgement error introduced by 
channel L, respectively. 
The sending part is split into two components. One component, the sender S, does 
the reading of data elements d E D via the input port, and it sends a continuous stream 
of frames (E D x Bit) into channel K. A frame is a simple structure composed of a 
data element d and a control bit b E Bit. The other component, the acknowledgement 
receiver AR, handles incoming acknowledgements. If the acknowledgement receiver 
receives the expected control bit from channel L, an acknowledgement UC is sent to 
the sender, the sender reads a new data element at port 1, and sends it in a frame with 
the control bit inverted into channel K. Again in a continuous stream. The receiving 
part is also split into two components. One component, the receiver R, receives frames 
from channel K and takes care of the output. When the expected frame arrives, the 
data element is sent via the output, port 2, and an acknowledgement is sent to the 
other component, the acknowledgement sender AS. The acknowledgement sender fires 
a continuous stream of bits into channel L. As soon as it receives an acknowledge- 
ment from the receiver the bit is inverted. To make the protocol work correctly all 
components except the channels are initialised with a certain value of the control bit b. 
The sending of continuous streams of data through the channels is a method to 
overcome the possible loss of data, because the channels are supposed to be ‘lossy’. 
A disadvantage for the verification is that these (independent) streams cause a modest 
‘state space explosion’. In the case that the channels are replaced by queues of infinite 
capacity this even leads to an infinite number of states. This is the essential difference 
between the CABP and the ABP. 
4.1.2. SpeciJication 
Below, the protocol is specified over the signature of ACP’ with recursion in a 
PSF-like fashion. 
Atomic actions: 
Let p E PS \ { 1,2} and dat E DS. We define the following atomic actions: 
i,j : internal actions of the channels 
r,(dat) : read dat at port p 
s,(dat) : send dat at port p 
c,(dut) : communicate dat at port p 
rl(dat) : read dat at input port 
sz(dat) : send dat at output port 
Communications: 
s,(dat) ) rJdat) = c,(dat) where p E PS \ { 1,2} and dat E DS 
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Sets: 
H = {s,(dut),r,(dut) ( p E PS \ { 1,2},dat E OS} 
I = {c,(dut) 1 p E PS \ { 1,2},dut E DS} u {i,j> 
Processes: 
s = RM(0) 
RM(b) = c r1(d) . SF(d, b) 
da3 
K = c rj(d,b) . K(d, b) 
dED,bEBit 
K(d,b) = (i .s4(d,b) + i .sd(ce)+ i). K 
R = RF(O) 
RF(b) = C q(d, 6) . sz(d) . ss(ac) . RF(inv(b)) 
dED 
+( C ~44 inu(b)) + rb(ce)) . RF(b) 
dED 
AS = AS(l) 
AS(b) = rs(uc) AS(inv(b)) + Se(b). AS(b) 
L = c !-,5(b) ’ L(b) 
bEBit 
L(b) = 0’ . S7(b) + j . s7(m) + j) . L 
AR = AR(O) 
AR(b) = (q(ue) + r~(inu(b))) . AR(b) + r7(6) . %3(m) . AR(%b)) 
Cabp = 4v(S II K II R II AS II L II AR) 
Externally, the protocol has to behave as a one element buffer. Therefore a verifica- 
tion of the CABP is a proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.1 (Requirement). It holds that 
ACP&,+SC+REC+RSP+CFARb+AB+CA+PR+REDt 
7. QCabp) = 7. CT-I(~) ..sz(d) . q(Cubp) 
dED 
The z-actions indicate that the protocol can start with some sequence of internal actions. 
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The remainder of this paper is dedicated to a proof of the above theorem. 
4.1.3. Modular specijication 
As announced in the introduction, the specification of the external behaviour of the 
CABP is split into two modules. We follow the approach of [14]. One module (P) 
consists of the components S, K and R, and a second module (Q) consists of the 
components AS, L and AR. The idea behind this division is quite simple. In the CABP 
there are two constant, independent streams of messages. Both cause a lot of internal 
activity. One stream, the stream of frames, flows from S to R. This stream is contained 
in module P. The other stream, the stream of acknowledgements from AS to AR, is 
contained in module Q. 
Modules: 
HP = {r,(dat),s,(dat) 1 p E {3,4},dat E DS} 
Ip = {c,(dat) 1 p E {3,4},dat E OS} U {i} 
P = %(S II K II R) 
HQ = {r,(dat),s,(dat) / p E {6,7},dat E IX} 
IQ = {c,(dat) I p E {6,7},dat E OS} u {j} 
Q = &&AS II L II AR) 
We can now give a modular specification of the external behaviour of the CABP. 
The sets H and I are defined in Section 4.1.2. 
Lemma 4.1.2. A modular specification of the external behaviour of the CABP is 
dcabp) = TI 0 Mq4P) II v,(Q)>. 
Proof. Straightforward; use the conditional alphabet axioms CA, see also [14]. 0 
By some elementary manipulation of the above equation we also find 
z . zl(Cabp) = z . ZI 0 &(zI,(P) II 7 ~I,(Q>>. 
4.2. Some remarks on the veri$cation 
The specifications of the modules P and Q can be linearised by a simple head-tail 
expansion strategy to equational specifications Ep and EQ respectively. The right hand 
sides of the equations of these specifications are then in head normal form. When the 
specifications Ep and EQ are put in parallel and expanded, an equational specification 
for the CABP may be derived that consists of an enormous number of equations in 
head normal form. It can be shown that in total at least a few hundred equations have 
to be derived this way, for both possible values of the control bit b. 
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Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the specifications Ep and EQ as much as possible 
before they are interleaved. Of course we have the r-axioms Bl and B2 and the Cluster 
Fair Abstraction Rule at our disposal for abstracting from internal activity. Another 
significant reduction, which can already be obtained before abstraction is applied, is 
made with the technique of language matching. 
Both the modules P and Q have some expected behaviour, e.g. certain sequences 
of atomic actions are not supposed to happen when the root processes P and Q 
are put in parallel. However, there is always the possibility that the modules them- 
selves display redundant behaviour, which is only removed when they are put in par- 
allel, and encapsulation is applied. This is why we use language matching. If lan- 
guage matching is applied, all possibly redundant terms in the specifications for P 
and Q are labelled and not expanded any further. The Redundancy Theorem roughly 
tells us that if no trace labels occur in the parallel composition ~H(P, 11 Ql), where 
PI and Q/ are labelled versions of the processes zrp(P) and 71,(Q), then ~H(PI /I 
Q/l = ~.v(M’) II 71,(Q)). We stipulate that the trace label r satisfies Y 9 
HUI. 
In the verification we use the following strategy: 
1. A linear, guarded specification Ep with root process PO(O) is given. This process 
is equal to a labelled version of the root process P of module P (Lemma 4.3.1). 
2. Abstraction is applied, and with the axioms of ACP’, together with CFARb, a 
reduced specification Ep_, is obtained. Ep_, has X0(0) = z,,(Po(O)) as root process 
(Lemma 4.3.2). 
3. As 1, for module Q (Lemma 4.4.1). 
4. As 2, for module Q. EQ, has Ye(O) as root process. Since Qo(O) is in a cluster, 
we find the equality r . Ye(O) = z . zl,(Q0(0)) (Lemma 4.4.2) where the r’s are a 
direct consequence of CFARb. 
5. A linear, guarded specification for ZI o 8~(zl,(Po(O)) II z,,(Q~(O))) can be ob- 
tained. This specification is equal to a given specification EC+ with root process Co(O). 
With the help of the Redundancy Theorem 3.3.6 it is proved that z.Ca(O) = z.t~(Cabp) 
(Lemma 4.5.1). 
6. Finally EC+ is reduced, and it is proved that r . Co(O), and thus r . zI(Cabp), 
satisfies the requirement in Theorem 4.1.1. 
4.3. Linearisation and reduction of module P 
4.3.1. A linear specification of module P 
The specification of module P can be rewritten to a corresponding, linear equa- 
tional specification Ep by applying a head-tail expansion strategy. Language matching 
is applied, since in the context a,( _ 11 r,,(Q)) certain atomic actions are not ex- 
pected to happen after certain other actions: there is an expected infinite sequence 
(C&D q(d) .s~(d). cs(ac) . ce(ac))w of visible actions. For instance, we do not expect 
cs(ac) to happen immediately before sZ(d). Therefore, we label those summands in the 
specification for module P that are in traces that do not match the language containing 
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concatenations of traces 
where d E D, with r. If our intuitions are correct then in the verification of the CABP 
the guards in front of the processes r are encapsulated and removed. 
Consider the following guarded specification Ep. 
EP = {PO(~) = Crl(d).Pl(d,b), 
dED 
Pl(d, b) = rg(ac) . r + cj(d, b) . Pz(d, b), 
P2(d, b) = q(m) . r + i . Pl(d, b) + i . &(d, b) + i . Pd(d, b), 
P3(d, b) = rg(uc) . r + cq(d, b) . Ps(d, b), 
P4(d, b) = rg(uc> . r + c4ce) . Pl(d, b), 
PS(d, b) = rs(ac) . r + s2(d) . P6(d, b) + c3(d, b) . Md, b), 
P6(d, b) = r8(aC) . r + ss(uc) . &(d, 6) + q(d, b) . h(d, b), 
P7(d,b) = rs(uc) .r+~(d).Pg(d,b)+i .P~(d,b)+i .Plo(d,b)+i.Pll(d,b), 
f$(d, b) = r8(aC) . Po(Wb)) + Cx(d, b) . J’12(d, b), 
&(d,b) = rg(uc). r+sS(uc) .P12(d,b)+i.P6(d,b)+i .P13(d,b)+i.P14(d,b), 
h(d,b) = rs(uc) . r + d4 . h(4 b), 
Pll(d, b) = rs(ac) . r + d4 . f’dd, b), 
P12(d, b) = rs(uc) . PlS(d, b) + i . Pg(d, b) + i P16(d, b) + i . f’17(d, b), 
Pn(d, b) = ?-8(a) . r + @i(aC) . Ple(d, b), 
P14(d, b) = r8(aC) . r + ss(aC) . P17(d, b), 
P15(d, b) = C q(e) . Plg(d, e, b) + i . Po(inu(b)) + i . Pdd, b) + i . Pzo(b), 
eED 
Pdd, b) = r8(aC) . h(d, b) + C4(d, b) . f’s(d, b), 
P17(d, b) = r8(aC) . P20(b) + C4(Ce) . h(d, b), 
Plg(d, e, b) = rg(uc) . r + i . &(d, e, b) + i . &(e, b) + i . Pl(e, h(b)), 
fb(d, b) = eFDrl(e) . h(d, e, b) + 44 b) . po(+b)), 
f’20(Z7) = C rl(d) . J’22(d,b) + C4(Ce) . Po(iMb)), 
dED 
h(d, e, b) = r-s(m) r + cq(d, b) . Pl(e, h(b)), 
P22(d, b) = r8(uc) . r + C4(Ce) . Pl(d, inu(b)) } 
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Lemma 4.3.1. The root process P of the spectjication of module P, matched with the 
language {ap(e) 1 e E D)*, and with trace label r, is equal to the root process of Ep : 
A{cr,(e)leEDp (P) = PO(O). 
Proof. Expand P with the axioms of ACP’ and apply language matching A{,,(,) 1 eel)‘. 
The result follows easily using RSP; it has to be verified that the processes 
A{,,C,,,(eEop(P) and PO(O) satisfy the same system of recursion equations. (Under the 
list of process terms below, we show the first steps of the expansion as an example.) 
q 
Not only PO(O), but every state of Ep is equivalent to a state of the labelled speci- 
fication for module P. Below, the processes or states that occur in the equational 
specification of module P with trace labels are given. 
Notations: 
[-]%ff&) 
Ao dzf A{,,(,) 1 LED) 
A,, dzf A 
sz(d)ss(ac)rs(ac){up(e) I e@) 
AZ 
def 
Ao ([RMb) II K II RFtb)l) = PO(b) 
Ad[Wd,b) II K II Wb)l) = Pltd,b) 
Ad[Wd>b) II Ktd, b) (I Wb)l) = Md, b) 
Al,([Wd,b) II sa(d, b) + K II Wb)l) = Pdd,b) 
A d[=‘(d, b) II s4ce) .K II RF(b)11 = Pdd, b) 
Ad[-‘(Ab) II K II s2(d) . sS(ac) . RF(im(b))l) = &Cd, b) 
A2 ([SF(d, b) 1) K 1) s5(ac) . IWim@>>l> = f’dd, b) 
A),([SF(d, b) (( K(d, b) I( n(d) . sdac) .WWb))l) = Pdd,b) 
43 ([W&b) II K 11 Min4b))l) = Pddb) 
A2 ([W&b) II KC&b) (I ss(ac>. WWb))l) = Md,b) 
Al,([SF’(d, b) (( s4(d, b) . K I( a(d). sdac). W(Mb))l) = Plo(d, b) 
Al,([SF(d, b) 1) sq(ce) . K (I sZ(d). ss(ac) . WWb))l) = Pll(d,b) 
A3 ([SF(d, 6) (1 K(d, b) I( RF(Wb))l) = M4 b) 
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A2 ([SF(d, b) II ~4(d, b) . K 11 ~5(m) . H’(Wb))l) = P13(d,b) 
A2 ([SF(d, b) I) s4(ce) . K II Q(~c> . RJ’(Wb))l) = h44 b) 
do ([RM(inNb)) 11 K(d,b) I( JWWb))l) = M4b) 
A3 ([SF(d,b) 11 s4(&b) . K 11 m(in@))l) = Plb(d,b) 
A3 ([SF(d,b) (I sa(ce) .K II RF(im(b))l) = M&b) 
Ale([SF(e, ino( II KC4 6) II RJYWb))l) = &Cd, e, b) 
do ([RM(inu(b)) )I ~4(d, b) . K (1 WWb))l) = P19(& b) 
AO ([RM(inu(b)) (I sd(ce) .K II RF(im@))l) = P20(b) 
Ale([SF(e,inu(b)) II s4(d,b) .K II RF(inu(b))l) = fb(d,e,b) 
Al,([SF(d, h(b)) II sd(ce) .K I( RQWb))l) = P22(d,b) 
Below we derive the first two equations of Ep. The interaction of language matching 
with the sum construct is a crucial step in the expansion. 
A{op(e)le~oy(P) = &p(e)~e~oy([S II K 11 RI) 
= A{,pce,le~q4ERWO) II K 11 WON) 
Exp. 
ZZ ~{cip(e)leED)* O d$Dm). [who) II K II WON 
3A7 C rl(4. Aaap(d){~p(e)le~o)*/a,(d)([~~(~,O) iI K II WO)l) 
dED 
= C rl(d) . A,,(d)~s(ac)rs(ac){a~(~)~~~D~ ([Wd, 0) 11 K II WO)I) 
dED 
= dFDrl(d). AL,([~W~,O) II K II RWVI) 
Al,([W40) 11 K 11 WW 
Eg Al,(rg(ac) . [RM(l) 1) K II RF’(O)]+ 
C3(d,O). [SF(H, 0) II K(d,O) II RfTO)I) 
LE2 Al,(rs(aC). [RM(l) II K II WO)I)+ 
Ald(c3(d,0). [Who) II K(d,O) iI UO)I) 
Lg4 rdac) . r + c3(d, 0) . Al,([SJ’(d, 0) II KC& 0) II RF(O)]) 
4.3.2. Reduction of module P by abstraction 
All equations in Ep hold for both values of b, so the total labelled equational speci- 
fication of P consists of at least 46 recursion equations, depending on the size of 
the set D. The next step in the verification is abstraction from all internal actions of 
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module P, and reduction with the help of the z-axioms of ACP’ and CFARb. In Ep 
there are 4 conservative clusters, and as the root of a cluster any cluster variable can 
be chosen. So after application of CFARb, all variables of a cluster satisfy the same 
recursion equation. The right-hand side of a cluster equation contains only exits, and 
no variables that are part of this cluster. 
Cluster 1: 
Cluster 2: 
Cluster 3: 
Cluster 4: 
x . ~~~(~S(~, b)) = It ’ ~~~(~12(~,~)) = r. ~~~(~16(~, b)) = z . ~~~(~I?(~,~)~ 
= z * (dac) ’ rlp(PO(inv(b))) + r8(aC) ’ $(p15(&b)) 
+r8(ac>. ~#19(hb)) + r8@c) ’ rI,(P20(b))) 
Since r . rlp(Pi6(d,b)) = r . r#r7(d,b)), we can easily derive from Ep that 
Q(f?3(d,b)) = qAft4(d,b)), and therefore also r~,(Pio(d, b)) = r~~(Pii(d, b)). 
~(l’e(d,b)) and r~+_,(,(Pg(d,b)) are both in cluster 3. 
We remove ~~~(~9(~,~)) and~~~(~ll(~,~)) from the exits of cluster 2: 
r . %4W~, b)) = 7 ’ vp(P7(& 6)) 
= T . (~8(UC) * r + 32(d) . ~&w, b)) + z * ~~~(~lO(~, b))) 
T&,(&(d,b)) and rr,(Prz(d,b)) are both in cluster 4. 
We remove rlp(P12(d,b)) and ~(Pi~(d,b)) from the exits of cluster 3: 
*. ~~~(~6(~,~)) = 7 * v,(P9(kb)) 
= z. (o(ac>. r + ss(ac>. vp(hddrb)) + z. qP13(d,b))) 
Even more processes in Ep can be identified: ~~~(~2~~~,e,~)) = ~~(~2~(e,~)), and 
therefore also rf,(P19(d, b)) = r1?(P20(b)). 
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Now we easily find that 
z . vp(P18(he, b)) = z . (r8(ac) ’ r + 7 ’ 71#22(e, b)) + z . ZIp(Pl(e, ino(b) 
= 7. (7 . MP22(e,b)) + qP22(e, b))) 
B=2 z. z#22(e,b)) = z. Zb(P2l(d,e,b)) 
Likewise, we also find that z . zr,(Pl5(d,b)) = 7. ~~~(P2~(b)), so
7 . Q(P15(& b)) = z . vpV19(~, b)) = 7 . Qp(P20@)) 
= z. ( c VI(d) * zzp(P22(d,b)) + 7. Q(Po(iMb)))) 
dED 
We remove z1,(P19(d,b)) and zl,(P20(b)) from the exits of cluster 4: 
We continue with the reduction using the equation for cluster 1: 
7 . r&%(d, b)) = r . q#‘9(d, b)) 
= z . (rdac). r -I- ss(ac) .$(Ps(d,b)) + z . ~zp(h(d,b>>) 
= z . (?-8(ac) . y + S5(UC) . q,(pg(d,b>) 
+z . (r8(aC) . y + ss(aC) . ~~,(h6(d, b)))) 
= T . (r8(ac) . I- + S5(aC> . Q#g(d,b)) 
+r. (r8(aC) . r + ss(aC) . z&-‘8(d, b)))) 
E x * (r8(ac) . y + s5(aC> . q#‘s(d, b)))) 
= 7 . vp(Pl3(d, 6)) = z . ~#14(d, b)) 
Cluster 2: 
7. W’s(d,b)) = 7 . zdf’7(d, b)) 
= 7 . (rS(ac) . r + s2(d) . Q(ps(d, b)) + z . z~,(Plo(d, 6))) 
= z . (v,(Plo(d, b)) + z . ~z,(Plo(d, b))) 
B2~.~1~(Plo(d,b))=r.zr,(Pll(d,b)) 
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Finally, we see that the equations for the clusters 1 and 2 can be combined: 
r . ~lp(~l(~, b)) = 7 . Tlp(P2(& b)) = 7. Q(P3(& b)) = 7. vp(P4(d,b)) 
= 7 ’ (?-8(ac) ’ t- + ‘T ’ zI,(P5(d, b))) 
= ‘JT (rS(ac) ’ t- + T ’ TI,(plO(d,b))) 
= z ’ (rS(ac) Y + z ’ (rs(ac) ’ I- + S2(d) ’ ~[,(h3(d, b)))) 
’ 7 . (?-8(ac) ’ r + S2(d). r&3(d,b))) 
= 7. ~Ip(~lO(~,~)) = z. Qp(Pll(d,b)) = z. Q(P5(db)) 
= -r . qP7(d, b)) 
To sum up: after application of the abstraction operator ZIP to the process PO(~) 
from module P we obtain the following collection of equations. Note that nearly no 
cluster variables from Ep occur in these equations. 
rr,(Po(b)) = c r1(d). qv?(d,b)), 
dED 
Q(P22(d,b)) = rs(ac). r- + 7. ~Ip(fT(~,~~~(~))) 
Next, this set of equations is related to a reduced specification Epr_, for module P. 
Let 
EP,d = { X0(b) = c Tl(d). Xl(d,b), 
dED 
xl(d, b) = rS(ac) ’ ?- + S2(4 ’ X2(4 b), 
X2(4 b) = Yg(ac) . r + S5(aC) ’ x,(&b), 
X3(d, b) = rg(uc) . Xo(inv(b)) + Q(UC) . X4(d, b): 
X4(&b) = d$Drl(d) . x5(&b) + T . xo(Mb)), 
X5(d, b) = rg(uc) . r + 7. Xl(d, k(b)) } 
Lemma 43.2. We have that: 
Proof. By some straightforward manipulations, using RSP. 0 
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4.4. Linearisation and reduction of module Q 
4.4.1. A linear specification of module Q 
The specification of module Q can be rewritten to a linear equational specification 
EQ by applying a head-tail expansion strategy, just as we did with module P in the 
previous section. 
Again we apply language matching, since in the context a~(zr,(P) 11 _ ) certain 
atomic actions are not expected to happen after certain other actions. There is of 
course again the expected infinite sequence (C,,, r,(d) . sz(d) . cS(ac) . c&ac))W of 
visible actions. So we label those summands in the specification for module Q that are 
in traces that do not match the language containing concatenations of 
op d2f r5(ac)s8(ac). 
Consider the following guarded specification: 
EQ = { Qo(b) = rdac) 
Ql(b) = rdac) 
Qdb) = rdac> 
Q3@) = rdac) 
QO> = Mac> 
Qdb) = Mac) 
Q6(b> = r5(ac> 
Ql(b> + c6(inu(b)). Qdb), 
r + C6(b). Q3(b), 
Q4(b) + j . Qo(b) + j . Qs(b) + +I’ . Q6@), 
r + _/ . QIV) + j . Q7@) + j . Qdb), 
r +j. Ql(b) +j . Qdb) +j s Qdb), 
Q0) + CdinNb)). Qo(~), 
Qdb) -t MaeI . QoVJ), 
Qdb> = r5(ac). r + CT(~). QIO@), 
Qdb) = r5(ac). T- + cdae). Ql(b), 
Qs(~) = r5(ac). r + cdWb>). Ql@), 
QlOm = r5(ac). Y + C6@). Qllw + s8(ac>. Qo(Wb)), 
Qll@) = r5(ac>. r +j. Qlo(b) +i . Qldb) +_I’. Qldb) + s8(ac). Q2(Wb)), 
Qldb> = r5(ac>. T- + S8(aC). Q5(inNb)), 
Qdb) = r5Cac). r + s8(ac>. Q6(iW)) 1 
Lemma 4.4.1. The root process Q of the speci$cation of module Q, matched with 
the language {oe)‘, and with trace label r, is equal to the root process of Ee: 
&y(Q) = Qo(O>. 
Proof. Expand Q with the axioms of ACP7 and apply language matching d{,,p. The 
result follows easily using RSP. 0 
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Every state of EQ is equivalent to a state of the labelled specification of module Q 
according to the list below. 
Notation: 
[ - ] fff a,( - ) 
+,p(WtWbN II L II -Wb)l) = Qotb) 
4,,,,,{,,pWW9 II L II AR(b)]) = Ql(b) 
~{,,y.w(~W+) II .UMb)) II Wb)l) = Q2(b) 
4,(,cj{,,).(LWb) II L(b) II Mb)l) = Q3(b> 
~,,~,,){,,~WWW II L(iMb)) II Mb)l) = Q4(b> 
~{,,).WwW)) II s7(iMb))~ L II AR(b)11 = es(b) 
~{,,).w!w~w) II s7(ae). L II Mb)l) = Q6(b> 
~,,~,,){cr,y(WW II ~7(b). L II AR(b)]) = Q7(b) 
~,,~,,){,,p([~~(~) II s7(ae) . L II AR(b)l) = Q8(b) 
~,,~ac){,,pMW~) II ~7CinNb)). L II AR(b)11 = Q9@) 
~,,~,,){,,),WW) II L II ss(ac). MWb))l) = Qlo(b) 
&+,,pWW) II W) II ss(ac). AWWb))l) = QII(~) 
&(,,){,,p ([AS(b) II 87(b) . L II s8(ac> . AR(in@‘))l) = Qdb) 
&(a,){,,), ([AS(b) 11 s7(ae) . L II S8(aC) . A&inu(b))l) = Q13(bh 
4.4.2. Reduction of module Q by abstraction 
The labelled equational specification of module Q now consists of 28 recursion 
equations. Because of the binary variable b, only 14 of them are necessary to specify 
module Q. The next step is to apply abstraction to Qo(b) and to reduce the specification 
with the help of the r-axioms of ACP’ and CFARb. In EQ there are 3 conservative 
clusters for each value of b. 
Cluster 1: 
r. qdQo(b)) = 7. qJQ2W) = z. v,(Qdb)) = 7. zl,(Qdb)) 
= z. (rs(ac). TrJQltb)) + rs(ac). q&Q&N 
+r5(ac). qJQs(W + rs(ac). ~r,(QdW) 
Cluster 2: 
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Cluster 3: 
z. z~,(Q~o(b)) = z. q,(Qdb)) 
= ‘c . (?-s(m) . Y + sg(ac) . qJQo(inu(b))) 
+-98(ac) . ~,(Q2(iMb))) + 7. r1JQ12(b)) + r. r~,(Qls(b))) 
Because r~,(Ql(b)) and r~~(Qs(b)) are both in cluster 2 we remove r~,(Qs(b)) from 
the equation for cluster 1: 
r. qJQo(b)) = z. r,,(Q2@)) = r * ~,(Qs(b)) = r + 7r,(Qdb)) 
= 7. Mac>. z~,(Qdb)) + rs(ac). r1,(Q4(@) 
+r5(ac). rr,(Qs(b))) 
From EQ and the equation for cluster 2 it follows that 
r. rr,(Qs(b)) = 7. (rs(ac) . I- + 7. qAQdWN 
= z . (r5(ac) . r + z . (rs(ac) . Y + z . zl,(Q7(b)))) 
B=2 r. (rs(ac) . Y + z . zl,(Q7(b))) 
= r. zr,(Qdb)) = 7. rr,(Q3@)) = r. qJQs(b)) 
From EQ and the previous identity it follows in a similar way that 
z . z1,(Q4@)) = r. (r5(ac) . r + z . ~r,(QdW) 
= z. q,(Ql(b)) = z. rr,(Q3(@) = r. z~~(Qs(b)) = 7. r~,(Qs(b)) 
We also have 
r. z~JQo(inv(b))) = II. r~,(Qz(%b))) = 7. ~IJQ~(~~~@))) 
= z. rAJQ6GMJ))). 
We see that rr,(Q12(b)) = rIQ(Q13(b)). Now we can reduce even further: the equa- 
tion for cluster 3 becomes 
r. qJQlo(b)) = -r. qJQll(W 
= r . (rs(ac) . r + %(ac). z~,(Qo(inu(b))) + x . r~,(Q~z(b))) 
= r. (r5(uc) . Y + ss(uc) . z~,(Qo(inv(b))) 
+r . (~5(ac) r + a(ac) . v,(Qo(iMW)))) 
8=2 z . (rs(ac) . t- + %(aC) . zr,(Qo(inu(~)))) = 7 a rr,(Q12(6)) 
= r. r1JQ13@)) 
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Some final calculations combine cluster 2 with cluster 3: 
‘s. ~1,@7(@) = 7. (rs(ac) . I- + 7. ~~,(Qlo(b)>) 
= T. (rs(ac). Y + T. (rs(UC). Y + %(ac). z,,(Qo(inu(b))))> 
B=2 7 ’ (q(m) ’ r + %(ac) . q,(QO(inu(b)))) 
= 7. ~I,(QIoW) = 7. ~I,<QH(W = -c. ~I,(QIZ(W 
= ~.7r,(Q13(@) 
and therefore 
7 . ~LJQI@)) = z. qJQ3(W) = z . zr,(Q4(b)) = 7 . v,(QsW = 7. v,(Q9(@) 
= z. Mac). r + z.z~,(Qdb))) 
= 7. (q(m). r + 7. (q(m). r + s8(ac). ~l,(QO(hu(b>>))) 
f?? z . (rdac) . r + s8(ac) . zt,(Qo(h(b)))) = 7. zr,(Q~(b)) 
= z. qJQlo(b)) = z. ~I,(QI~(~)) = z. v,(Q12(b)) 
= z. 71,(Q13(@) 
So finally we obtain the following equation for r~~(Qs(b)): 
r ’ ~@0(b)) = z ’ r5(ac) . (r5(ac) ’ r + s8(ac) ’ ~l,(QO(w@))) 
Next we relate this equation to a reduced specification EQUIP for module Q. Let 
EQ& = { Yo(~) = r5(ac). Yl(b), 
Y,(b) = rs(uc) . r + sg(uc) . YO(inu(b)) } 
Lemma 4.4.2. We have that 
7. Ye(b) = 7. vJQo@>). 
Proof. Easy. q 
4.5. Verijicution of the CABP 
4.5.1. Linearisution of the modular protocol specijcution 
The specifications of the modules P and Q are sufficiently reduced to compute an 
equational specification of the CABP. For clarity we do not yet rename the actions 
c5(uc) and cs(ac) from the abstraction set I. 
Consider the following guarded specification: 
EC+, = { CO(~) = c rl(d) . Cl(d,b) + 7. C2(b), 
dED 
Cl(d,b) = ~2(4. W&b) + 7. W&b), 
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C2(b) = c n(d) . C4(& b), 
dED 
C3(d, b) = z . G(d, b), 
C4(d, b) = S2(d) . C5(& b), 
C5(d, b) = zI(C5(aC)) ’ C6(d b), 
C6(d, b) = z,(c8(ac)) ’ C2(d, h(b)) + zI(c8(ac)) . C7(& b), 
C7(d, b) = c q(d) . Cs(d, b) + 7 . C2(d, Wb)), 
dED 
C*(d, b) = z . C4(d, inlI(b)) } 
Lemma 4.5.1. The root process of ECabp is related to the external behaviour of the 
CABP as follows: 
z . C,,(O) = z . rI( Cabp). 
Proof. Using head-tail expansion and the Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.4.2, it can be proved 
with the axioms of ACP”, via RSP, that 
Co(O) = 710 ~H(vAf’o(O)) II z + vJQo(W). 
(Let [ _ ] dAf q o aH( _ ). The other states in ECabp correspond with substates of 
5I o dH(qF(Po(0)) (1 7. z~c(Qo(O))) according to the list below. 
[X,(d, b) II 7. Yo(b)l = Cl(d,b) [&(d,b) II Yo(b)l = G(d,b) 
[xo(b> II yO(b>l = G(b) [Wd,b) 11 Yl(b)l = Cd&b) 
[&(d, b) II Z. Yo(b)l = Cd&b) [Wd,b) II Yo(idb))l = G(4b) 
[X,(&b) II Yo(b)l = G(d,b) [Wd,b) II Yo(idb))l = W4b) ) 
According to the Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.4.1 we then have 
CO(o) = 71 0 aH(% O d{aP(e)leED)l(P) II 7 ’ Q O ~{oQ~cm 
It is easy to verify that all the clauses in the Redundancy Theorem 3.3.6 are satisfied, 
so 
CO(o) = ~1 0 aH(dp) 11 z ’ Q<Q>>. 
Finally, with Lemma 4.1.2 we find the desired result. q 
4.5.2. The last step in the verijication 
The last part of the verification is the reduction of ECabp such that it is proved that 
the CABP is a correct communication protocol. Reduction is done by applying the 
axioms of ACP’ to the equations of Ecabp: 
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cs(d, b) = ‘T ’ c5(d, b) = z ’ C6(d, b) 
C4(d, b) = Q(d) . ‘%(d, b) = SZ(d) ’ C6(& b) 
T . C,(d, b) = z . (Q(d) . C3(d, b) + -2. C4(d, b)) 
= ‘T ’ (S2(d) ’ C6(d, b) + ‘C ’ S2(d) ’ C6(d b)) 
= 7 ’ S2(d) ’ C6(d, b) 
Cx(d, b) = Z . C4(d, h(b)) = -T . S2(d) ’ C6(d, h(b)) 
C2(b) = c rl(d) . C4(d, ‘5) = c rl(d) . SZ(d) ’ C6(kb) 
dED dED 
T . c~(d, b) = ‘T ’ ( c rl(d) ’ C8(d, ‘5) + 7 ’ C2(& in@))) 
dED 
C6(d, b) = 7 . C2(d, h(b)) + 7 . CT(d, b) 
= T c I-l(d) ’ S2(d) ’ C6(d, h(b)) 
dED 
z. Co(b) = 7. (C s(d). Cl(d,b) + 5. C2(b)) 
dED 
+T c u(d) ’ SZ(d) . C6(d, b)) 
dED 
= T ’ dgDrl(d) . S2(d) ’ C6(d, 6) 
Using the recursive specification prkipk it follows that r’Cg(d, b) = z.C6(d, ina(b 
and also that r. Co(b) = 7. C6(d, b). So 
z Co(b) = z . C q(d) . sZ(d) . Co(b). 
dED 
Finally, if we use Lemma 4.5.1 we find that the CABP satisfies the correctness re- 
quirement in Theorem 4.1.1. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We presented a technique, language matching, for labelling process terms, based 
on trace information. We provided a modular verification of the concurrent alternat- 
ing bit protocol, which showed that language matching can be particularly useful for 
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suppressing the effects of redundancies in a context a~( _ (1 x). Earlier studies of this 
protocol had already demonstrated that redundancies are exactly those which makes this 
protocol so hard to verify [lo, 14,261. Our verification is relatively short and straight- 
forward. We think that it is reasonable to expect that language matching can be a good 
help for the modular, algebraic verification of other communication protocols as well. 
A very different, but maybe equally interesting application domain of language 
matching may be simulation, or the symbolic execution of process specifications (see 
for instance [ 171). This is because language matching makes it possible to automati- 
cally decide whether or not traces generated by a simulator are expected, i.e. in the 
language to be matched. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 3.3.2 
if r $2 H and r $ a o dH 0 AZ(P) then aH 0 AZ(P) = aH(p). 
By induction on the structure of p. Let r $T! H and a E A. 
l p E 6 or p e z. Trivial. 
l p E q+s. If r @ a o a~oAz(p) then clearly r $ LX 0 8H 0 AZ(q) and r # M 0 a~oAz(~). 
We derive 
aH 0 AZ(P) = aH 0 Ad4 + S) 
LM2 
= aH 0 AZ(q) + aH 0 AZ(s) 
ik aH(q) + dH(S) 
= ad4 + S) = am. 
0 p=z f q. Very similar to the previous case. Use axiom LM3. 
l p E a. q. If a E H the result follows easily using axiom LM4, so we assume a $! H. 
a. aH 0 AZ(q) if a $2 acts(Z) (i) 
& 0 &(p) E & 0 Az(a . q) Lt!4 a ’ aH ’ Awdq) if i?z/aa # 0 (ii) 
a. aH(r) otherwise (iii) 
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(i) a $ H and Y # c( o 13~ o dz(p) imply r $5 CI o a, o AZ(q), so we may apply 
the i.h.: 
u. aH o dzcq) g U. aH(q) = ah. 4). 
(ii) Just as (i). 
(iii) Y 6 H SO U. &(r) = a. r. Now if r $! tx o &, o dz(p) we have a contradiction, 
so it must be the case that a 6 acts(Z) or aZ/au # 8. 
We conclude that if r # H and Y $ M o & 0 AZ(P) then & 0 AZ(U . q) = aH(u. q). 
This finishes the last case of the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.3.3. 
ifr e H and r 6 M 0 aH(dz(d II 4) then aHvzw II 4) = adP II 4). 
By simultaneous induction on the structure of p and q. Due to the properties of 1) we 
cannot consider the different shapes of p and q separately, as in the previous proof. 
However, in [8] it is shown that all closed terms over C(ACPT) are reducible to either 
r or CjcJ Qj ’ 17 t. where aj E A U (7). The sum convention defines cj,-e x dsf 6. 
Let r @H and Y $! CI o aH(dz(p) I] q). 
Case 1. If p E z or p E 6 the result follows trivially, so we assume that p E 
Cj&l'j ’ PjT where J is some non-empty index set. 
Case 2. Let q E z. For all closed t we have t 11 z = t + z . t (standard). Therefore, 
since r @ c~ 0 aH(dz(p) II 4), we also have that r $6’ a o aH o dz( p), so we may use the 
previous lemma. We derive 
aH(dz(p) ii 4) = aH(dz(p) Ii r) 
= aH 0 dz(p) + Z. aH 0 dz(p) 
3.3.2 aH(P)+z.aH(P) 
= ad ii 4= w ii 4). 
Case 3. Let q E 6. For all closed t we have t II 6 = t . 6 (standard). This part of 
the proof is quite similar to Case 2. 
Case 4. Let q s CkEK bk ‘qk, where K is some non-empty index set and bk E AU { z}. 
Using axiom LM2 we find 
&mz(P) 11 4) = kpdbk). addZ(P) 11 qk) 
+,~Jhf(h(a,. Pi> 114) 
+,gJ kFKaddz(ai . Pj) I b. . qk). 
We study the three main summands of &(&(p) I( q) separately. 
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Case 4.1. Since Y $ CI 0 d~(d~(p) 11 q) we also have Y $ CI o d~(&(p) (1 qk) for all 
k for which bk @ H. So we may directly apply the i.h. to the first summand, and thus 
(I) ifr 6 H and r f! LX o &(A&) 11 q) then 
C &(bk) . &Adz(~) II qk) = kX$%dbk). MP II qk). 
REK 
Case 4.2. We easily find for all j E J: 
h(Az(a.j . Pi) Jl. 4) 
6 ifajEH 
LM4 aj ’ aH(AZ(pj) 11 4) 
=L 
if a. @ H and a. 9 acts(Z) 
. 
J J :!) 
aj f aH(d3Z/c3a,(pj) II 4) if aj $ H and aZ/aa, # 8 (iii) 
9. ho- II 9) otherwise (iv) 
(i) aH(dZ(aj . pj> JL 4) = aH(aj). aH(pj II 4). 
(ii) Since r $! CI o dH(&(p) II q) it also holds that r $ c( 0 aH(&(pj) I( q), so we 
may apply the i.h.: 
aH(dZ(aj . pj) Jlq) =aj . aA& II 4) 2 aj . aH(pj II 4) 
= aH(aj) ’ aH(pj II 4). 
(iii) Similar to (ii). 
(1) 
(2) 
(iv) Since Y 6 H it is always true that r E ao&(r II q), so we have a contradiction; 
it cannot be the case that aH(dZ(aj . pj) L q) = aj . a,& I( 4). 
From (i)-(iv) we conclude 
(II) if T- g H and r g! GI o &(dz(p) II q) then 
c&f(dZ(aj. pj) L 4) =,gaH(aj). aH(Pj II 4). 
jEJ 
Case 4.3. The third, and last summand is treated similarly. It is found that 
(III) ifr $2 H and r $2 a o a&Z(P) )I q) then 
c c aH(dZ(aj. Pi) 1 bk . qk) = JskgKaH(aj 1 bk). aH(pj II qk)- 
jEJ kEK 
Finally, if we combine (1X111) we see that we can reconstruct aH(P II q), so we 
are ready with Case 4, and therefore with the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.3.5. 
if r 61 I and acts(Z) fl I = 8 then 71 o AZ(P) = AZ 0 zl(p). 
By induction on the structure of p. We suppose throughout the proof that r $ I and 
acts(Z) n Z = 0. Let a E A. 
l p=do r p E z. Trivial. 
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LM2 71 0 &(q) + zz 0 AZ(S) 
i.h. 
= AZ 0 dq) + AZ 0 4s) 
LM2 
= AZ 0 zdq + s> = AZ 0 V(P). 
l p-z . q. Very similar to the previous case. Use axiom LM3. 
l pEa. 4. 
I 
71(a). 710 AZ(q) if a @ acts(Z) (i) 
zI o AZ(p) = TI o Az(a . q) Lg4 Qa) . TI 0 Aaz/adq) if azjaa # 0 (ii) 
zr(a. r) otherwise (iii) 
(i) If a E I then 
zl(a) TI o AZ(q) = T. TI 0 Az(q) ‘2 7. AZ 0 zr(q) 
L%3 Az(z . 71(q)) = Az 0 Tr(a . q). 
If a @ I then 
71(a). ZI o AZ(q) = a. TI o AZ(q) ‘2 a. AZ 0 zl(q) 
Lg4 Az(a . zl(q)) = Az 0 zl(a. q). 
(ii) We have az/aa # 0, so since acts(Z) n I = 0 we have a $ I. The rest of the 
proof is as in the second case under (i). 
(iii) We have a E acts(Z), and thus a @’ I. Moreover, since Y # 1 we find 
zl(a Y) = a Y Lg4 Az(a .71(q)) = Az 0 zr(a. q). 
This finishes the last case of the proof. q 
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